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LIVE YOUR NATURE

Lush nature, multi-coloured and happy, lies 
at the base of every Misis creation. Having 
fun wearing an angel fish that frolics among 
bubbles and coral; expressing an exotic and 
gypsy spirit alternating between winging par-
rots and toucans and coloured Calathea ar-
rangements; a dive into the blue sea to re-e-
merge enhanced by coloured coral and bright 
starfish... every day we experience nature in 
a different way depending on how we feel and 
what we want to express about ourselves... 
Misis plays with nature and women... exploi-
ting the elegance, the simplicity, the colours to 
create gems that become evocative, suggesti-
ve accessories, sometimes ironic and someti-
mes romantic. A gem because of the precious 
and painstaking craftsmanship; an accessory 
because it photo- graphs and interprets mo-
ments, styles and moods that are always dif-
ferent... each woman is different from the next 
and everyone can express their own perso-
nality and spirit in an original way choosing 
the most suitable accessory from Misis nature 
jewellery.
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THE COMPANY
Misis is a family, it’s the passion of a couple that has been 
able to share their love for jewelry with their children.
On the wave of the creative energy of the two founders, 
Bruno and Maria Ester Piaserico, who had already been 
creating fine silver jewelry, from 1986 onwards Misis con-
tinues to grow and be renewed thanks also to the support 
of their two children, Claudia and Alberto, who have been 
able to enrich the firm with their creative and managerial 
intuition, after having completed distinguished
training programs. Misis was founded in Vicenza, the wor-
ld jewel “capital” and melting pot of all the different creati-
ve influences from the nearby cities of Venice and Milan, 
where fashion and art come together. In this context, as 
dynamic as it is dangerous, Misis was able to consolida-
te its customer base over the years and to gain visibility 
in the major world markets: Europe, Asia, United States. 
Its strength is its common family aim: to transform silver, 
which has always been considered second best to gold, 
into a high quality jewelry item. In the family workshop, 
nowadays very fine items are created, by paying atten-
tion to every detail and permeating every object with ima-
gination. Precious stones, iridescent enamels, silver and 
gold give life to forms that vary from geometrical rigor to 
the spontaneity of nature. Misis consciously combines 
different styles and creates passionate and instinctive 
items that are perfectly suited to new tendencies as well 
as elegant timeless shapes.
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DESIGN & CREATIVITY
The Misis design stems from the personality of Claudia Piaserico, 
the brand’s creative director.
Curious, eclectic, a lover of travel and precious stones, Claudia 
grew up in a stimulating and lively family environment. Her parents, 
Bruno and Ester, manufactured and sold silver products in the indu-
strious city of Vicenza, the beating heart of global goldsmith works.
Claudia saw, experimented and admired. She discovered underwa-
ter worlds thanks to the visceral passion of her father for tropical 
seas. She came to love nature and everything that is living, colou-
red and uncontaminated. Convinced by her rational side, she stu-
died law and embarked on a legal career. However, unable to suffo-
cate the creative spirit that moves her, with great determination she 
asked to join the company and handle its style. And so she started 
her professional career over again, made up of ideas and intuitions,
drawings and multi-coloured collections. She travels, observes and 
dares. She by passed the traditional static nature of the jewellery 
district where she lived and proposed alternative shapes, combi-
nations of unusual and unique materials. It was this courage to 
experiment and renew that earned her the special Marisa Bellisario 
Award in 2011 “Donne: innovazione e capitale umano” (Women: 
innovation and human capital). It was to be the first of a series of 
confirmations in her career. In 2012 she was presented with the 
award from the international Women’s Jewelry Association (WJA)
by the Master Gianmaria Buccellati. In 2013 she was appointed to 
the Chair of the Gold and Silversmith Section of the Vicenza Con-
findustria, the highest institutional appointment in the segment, as 
recognition of how much design and creativity can enhance an eco-
nomic area in crisis. In 2014 she was chosen by international artist 
Xiao Hui Wang to create a jewellery collection in collaboration. In 
2015 she took on the role of National Vice President of Confindu-
stria Federorafi. And now she continues to make history; a dynamic 
history, never the same, currently oriented toward the total look and 
the fashion world, another one of Claudia’s great passions.
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 AWARDS
PREMIO MARIA BELLISARIO 
With Patronage Prime Minister of Italy

The 2011 Maria Bellisario prize:
acknowledgement of the Italian 
excellence in the world to Claudia 
Piaserico. Among great women of the 
entrepreneurial, financial and politi-
cal worlds, the 2001 edition (entitled 
“Women: innovation
and human capital”) awarded a spe-
cial recognition to Claudia Piaserico 
for being able to stand out by rein-
venting jewels. Educated as a lawyer 
but creative by birth and profession, 
stands exactly for all that the Marisa 
Bellisario Foundation wishes to select
and enhance: a motivated, skilled, 
dynamic woman who could take a 
company in her hands and turn it 
upside down according to her feeling. 
A young talent with a strong perso-
nality and brave enough to challen-
ge society and establish herself in 
the static and conservative goldsmith 
market by focusing on a joyous and 
trendy product, which is both original 
and guaranteed as it is completely 
“Made in Italy” and tastefully han-
dcrafted.
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 TRIENNALE
Misis silver nature on display at the 
Triennale Design Museum
Designer Claudia Piaserico is one of 
the protagonists of W. Women in Ita-
lian Design
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COLLECTIONS
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MANUFACTURING
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MISIS ACCESSORIES
The light movement of fluttering wings set against a background of eme-
rald-coloured vegetation. A lively seahorse hovering over a bustling se-
abed. An elegant, regal peacock that attracts us on account of its capti-
vating vanity. And the simple beauty of a flower: the iris, with its intense 
perfume emanating a nuance of periwinkle, or a refined bow, a symbol of 
femininity par excellence and a graceful demeanour. 
These are creative Misis elements recently selected to represent the evo-
lution of the brand. An evolution that stems from its silver jewellery, but 
which develops and grows to the point of becoming a trend in its own right, 
a popular accessory with a ‘total’ look. 
In this way a gentle butterfly, hewn from precious metal and presenting 
a decorative enamel finish applied by hand by master craftsmen, may 
become an effective protagonist in the design of a foulard, a handbag, a 
scarf or t-shirt. 
Yes, butterflies. Just as the peacock, bow-ribbon elements, flowers and 
other forms in the silver-jewellery collections also tend to stimulate fasci-
nating associations. They become essential, appealing features of the Mi-
sis brand. The world of Misis. A world that is not afraid to leave the known 
for the unknown and try new stimuli. 
After 30 years dedicated to the creation of jewellery, Misis has decided to 
open up to the future and create new synergies, overlapping visual stimuli 
and sincere expressions of the present moment in which one may seek to 
venture out beyond preconceived rules and customs to open up a space 
for the true self.  And thus a brooch may be used to decorate and com-
plete a scarf, necklaces are chosen to enhance the look of a T-shirt and a 
foulard decorates a handbag in a continuous experiment of coordination 
with respect to visual effects and colours. 
The foulards are strictly produced in fine silk; they project a sense of live-
liness and fluidity in the harmonious movement of images borrowed from 
the silver collections. Silk is used also in handbags, becoming a valuable 
detail set against a fabric in canvas or the soft leather from which these 
articles are made. The cotton T-shirts complete the proposals of this early 
phase of the brand extension adopted by Misis. 
Our heart is in the present, as we look towards the future.
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T-SHIRT

Match your Misis Jewel with...
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MISIS IN WHITE
The bride is romantic when she wears flowers and 
graceful accessories. She’s classic when she pre-
fers pearls and bright shades. She’s original when 
she chooses extravagant colours and shapes. The 
bride is magical. She has the magic of a joyous rhap-
sody that enhances every single melody. 
By chance Misis discovered that it has what the bride 
wants to wear. Our necklaces, our bracelets, our bro-
aches and rings have often adorned the perfect bo-
dies of splendid models in white dresses who are the 
stars of themed photo shoots for renowned interna-
tional magazines. This brings satisfaction and pride 
for Misis and has led us to realise that we are suited 
for a new, exciting and curious market. Because the 
bride, like any woman, expresses charm and sen-
suality in her own way, based on her personality and 
feelings. And this is why bridal gowns are completed 
by precious flowers and snow-white pearls, but they 
don’t shy away from coral, coloured enamels, natural 
stones and the shapes of fish and exotic animals.
With the natural attitude of one who has always wor-
ked with the intention of interpreting feminine indivi-
duality, Misis successfully participated in the latest 
edition of the New York Bridal Week, the renowned 
event where the most prestigious bridal fashion 
brands come together every year.  
The next step will take Misis jewellery to famous 
wedding show rooms in New York, Tokyo and Hong 
Kong. To dream with brides. 

New York Bridal Show
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FLY AWAY
Misis dragonflies fluttering across 
a bride’s bodice designed by Anto-
nio Riva.
The Vicenza brand chosen by the 
Milanese stylist in the creation of 
an exclusive dress.
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CONCEPT & LIFESTYLE



From 2010 Misis has his own flagship sto-
re in the main street of shopping of Vero-
na, a prestigious place for brand image.
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VERONA  FLAGSHIP
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MONOBRAND
Misis give many importance in bran-
ding, consisting also in find all over 
the world the same concept.
Our corners are now located in 
Thailand, Taiwan, Mongolia, Tokyo, 
Ukraine and Russia.
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RETAIL
Misis is distribuited in 
around 200 jewelery retai-
lers in Italy, and has point 
of sell in Spain, Slovakia, 
Switzerland, Uk, Bulgaria.
Misis works with part-
ner distributor in Russia, 
Ukraine and Turkey.
We have our corner in 
most prestigious store in 
London Wolf & Badger.
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 PACKAGING



PRESS & EVENTS
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RihannaKate Beckinsdale

Emma Roberts

Misis had been chosen as sponsor for Grammy 
awards for two years and many VIP still choose our 
products.




